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My Measurement Assistant

My Measurement Assistant is a fast and convenient way to get the ABB measurement device support you need on site when you need it.

Accessible from your phone, tablet or PC, My Measurement Assistant provides you immediate access to:

- Guided checklist and online/offline video tutorials
- Downloadable reports
- Error code identification according to NAMUR
- Comprehensive spare parts catalog
- Temperature Performance Estimation
- Over the shoulder remote support
- End-of-life services
- Contact ABB
Introducing My Measurement Assistant

ABB’s advanced web application for measurement devices

ABB Support. Now at your fingertips.
You rely on ABB instruments and analyzers to drive production reliability and performance. But every now and then you face an issue that you have to troubleshoot—urgently.

Wouldn’t it be convenient if you had a Level 1 or Level 2 Engineer on hand 24/7? An engineer who has the domain expertise, best practices, troubleshooting guides and tutorials you need to address your challenges efficiently?

Now you do, with ABB’s My Measurement Assistant.

My Measurement Assistant is an advanced web application for measurement device support that:
• Saves you time
• Increases your knowledge and expertise
• Helps you when and where you need it the most
• Enables you to be more sustainable
• Find spare parts, and request quote
Spare parts management
Comprehensive spare parts lists, and ability to request quote

Comprehensive checklists
Bring up troubleshooting and commissioning best practices right on your phone, tablet or PC.

Training
Access to video tutorials online/offline as well as detailed catalog for premium training courses
Error code identification
Easy to identify error codes, finding the cause and immediate access to resolution steps. (NAMUR standard)

Spare Parts Identifier
Find the replacement parts you need and request a quote from ABB. Comprehensive spare part information by product

Temperature Performance Predictor
Determine if your process is suitable for the award-winning ABB non-invasive temperature sensor

Quick ABB support
Access to relevant contacts to receive the right support fast

Same on every device
My Measurement Assistant can be accessed from any device that has a web browser. Just go to my-measurement-assistant.abb.com
Put ABB measurement device support right at your fingertips

Learn about the app on the ABB Marketplace
Just go to:
https://my-measurement-assistant.abb.com/
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